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1. EASY On the TV sitcom Cheers, what was the name of Sam Malone’s bar?  
2. TV NEW The judges on which reality competition show include Ken Jeong, Jenny McCarthy, and Robin Thicke?  
3. THESE UNITED STATES (2-point Q) The oldest active duty ship in the U.S. Navy was launched during this week in 
1797; by what two names is it known?  
4. FILM (2-point Q) Which heavily tattooed actor is best known for playing tough guys in several Robert Rodriguez 
movies, and what is the name of the character he plays in those films?  
5. SPORTS For which team was Joe Morgan playing when he won both of his National League MVP Awards?  
6. WILDCARD What word can be used to identify a compact car once made by Isuzu, a member of the Baseball Hall of 
Fame, or a common feature in Italian cities?  
7. WORLD HISTORY What was the nickname of the famous crossing point through the Berlin Wall that was the only way 
for foreigners to enter East Berlin from West Berlin?  
8. LITERATURE What is the title of the magazine published twice a month by Jehovah’s Witnesses?  
9. POP MUSIC (2-point Q) What artist and song led to the internet meme known as “Rickrolling”?  
10. SCIENCE The name of which specialty in the dental field comes from an ancient Greek term meaning “Around the 
Teeth”?  
11. POP CULTURE The actor who played the oldest son on what sitcom of the 90s was arrested recently for assault?  
12. SPORTS ODD Which Elk Grove native has been reinstated to NASCAR for the 2021 season after being exiled for 
using a racial slur?  
13. FOOD/FASHION What is the name of the Australian food paste made from, among other ingredients, leftover 
brewer’s yeast?  
14. WILDCARD/FEUD (2-point Q) According to a poll conducted by Ranker.com, who is the most famous person with the 
first name John (top 5 all alive in the 20th century)?  
15. ANAGRAM: Unscathed Bond Girl = (Capital city and country) 
IMAGRAM #0195:  
16. ABBREVIATION: CTO = (Corporate leadership)  
17. PRESIDENTIAL HISTORY (2-point Q) In what city did Thursday night’s Presidential Debate take place, and who was 
the moderator?  
18. FILM NEW Which character from the movie Frozen is the focus of the new movie Once Upon a Snowman?  
19. SPORTS (2-point Q) Name two of the three teams that remain undefeated heading into week eight the NFL season.  
20. WILDCARD Indonesia and Myanmar are the largest producers of what species of hardwood valued for its durability 
and water resistance?  
21. LOCAL Thanks to a new law passed by the legislature, UC Davis will now be able to sell the production of which 
program considered to be one of the best of its kind in the world?  
22. GEOGRAPHY (2-point Q) Four national capital cities begin with the letter W—one of these is Washington D.C.; name 
two of the other three.  
23. TV MEDIUM/OLD What actress do the following TV shows have in common: T.J. Hooker, Melrose Place, and Spin 
City?  
24. THIS CORPORATE WORLD What is the more familiar name of the Sikorsky UH-60 helicopter?  
25. ODD In what is believed to be a world record, a California woman ran a mile in 5 minutes and 25 seconds under what 
unlikely circumstances?  
 
26. SONG #1 (Oldie):  
27. SONG #2 (1980s):  
28. SONG #3 (1990s):   
29. SONG #4 (2000s):  
30. SONG #5 (2010s):  
 
TIE-BREAKER: Astronaut Peggy Whitson holds the record for most days in space by an American and by a woman; in 
total, how many days has she spent in space?  
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